Tip Sheet | PMF: Pleadings, Motions and Facta

With the ability to access quality court documents, users can save time and build stronger arguments faster. Access Pleadings, Motions and Facta documents from cases from the last 5 years, carefully curated by our experienced internal lawyers and legal editors.

Research and leverage the arguments and materials from previously decided cases that achieved their desired outcomes, providing you the ability to:

- Assess the strength of your case early-on
- Understand the legal arguments that have led to the desired outcomes
- Draft better pleadings, motions, facta and other litigation-related documents for stronger arguments
- Conduct due diligence to ensure you have not missed anything in your argument.

Searching Pleadings, Motions and Facta

1. Red Search Box

From the Word Wheel
You can quickly access Pleadings, Motions and Facta using the Red Search Box. Simply type in the name of the jurisdiction followed by the content type (e.g. Alberta motions) and select Add Source as a Filter from the word wheel to search our collection of materials narrowed by document type (i.e. motions) and jurisdiction.
Adding PMF as a Pre-search Filter

After entering your search terms into the Red Search Box, you can choose to narrow your search to retrieve only Pleadings, Motions and Facta documents related to your search terms by adding *CA Pleadings, Motions and Facta* as a pre-search filter.

The results page includes key words in context and additional details regarding the document which allow you to glean an understanding of the specific document before opening it. This lets you easily identify the documents relevant to your research without having to open every document on the list.
2. **Browse Pull-Down**

You can also access Pleadings, Motions and Facta content using the **Browse** pull-down.

To browse by **Source**, go to **Sources > Canada > By Category > CA Pleadings, Motions and Facta**

To browse by **Topic**, go to **Topics > Canada > Practice Area > Topic > Get Documents**

(e.g. **Topics > Canada > Civil Procedure > Common Law Jurisdictions > Estoppel > Get Documents**)
On the results page, select **CA Pleadings, Motions and Facta** under the list of content types to get PMF documents related to the selected topic.

3. **Case View**

When viewing a case document, you can quickly and easily access the associated Pleadings, Motions and Facta documents, if available, by clicking on the right-hand side links under **Related Court Materials**.
Access to Original Source Image

When viewing a pleading, motion, or factum document, click on **Original Source Image** under *About this document* on the right side to access the actual scanned images of the document in court.

For any questions or additional assistance, please contact our **Customer Service** team at 1-800-387-0899 (Monday – Friday: 7:00 AM – 11:00 PM ET, Saturday – Sunday: 9:00 AM – 11:00 PM ET) or write to us at service@lexisnexis.ca.

To arrange a training session, please contact your designated **Product Adoption and Learning Specialist** or email us at training@lexisnexis.ca.